
Sincere Veterans Day Ecards, To Show Appreciation To Veterans In An 

Environment Friendly Way, From 123Greetings.com 

Sub-heading:  Veterans, more than most others care about the country and its environment and how it 

will impact future generations.  123Greetings.com recognizes and respects American service men and 

women for their contributions and provides everyone with environment friendly and meaningful 

Veterans Day ecards to send on their special day. 

New York, NY, Nov 07, 2013: On Veterans Day 2013, it is important to show gratitude and appreciation 

to all American veterans for their bravery and continuous efforts in protecting citizens and dedicating 

their lives to the service of the country.  To honor these men it may be essential to adopt ways that 

reflect their values of care and concern for the country and the environment.  To support their beliefs, 

123Greetings.com offers sincere ecards through which people can express emotions in an environment 

friendly way.  Veterans will appreciate such thoughtful gestures and feel proud to see family and friends 

grow as conscious and responsible individuals. 

More and more people are opting for greener and digital expressions to share each year.  This year, 

123Greetings.com suggests everyone to think about the message they want to share with men and 

women who served in armed service and choose a medium, which does not harm the environment, to 

communicate that message. 

Arvind Kajaria, Founder of 123Greetings.com says, “Veterans will feel honored and appreciated on 

receiving thoughtful and sincere expressions.  These can be shared without hurting the environment 

through the use of ecards.  Veterans will definitely acknowledge this and admire their loved ones for 

their environment consciousness.” 

123Greetings.com offers over 55 Veterans Day ecards for users to choose from. 

About 123Greetings:  

123Greetings.com is the world's leading online destination for human expressions reaching 95 million 

visitors annually. Its offering of over 42,000 ecards across multiple languages covers a mix of 3,000 

seasonal & everyday categories. Its presence is ubiquitous with its Mobile App, Mobile Website and 

Facebook App catering to users on mobile and social media respectively.  Its Connect feature is a 

relationship management tool enabling users to actively manage their expressions to both personal and 

professional contacts.  It also operates 123Greetings Studio, a unique platform for artists, to upload and 

monetize their own ecards. 

 For details, visit 123Greetings.com 
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